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100 GeV

Ellis, Gaillard, Nanopoulos,1975

“at the time of writing the discovery of the charm has not been confirmed” 
…let alone beauty (’77), gluon (’79) and top (’95)
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Early days

Many people now believe that weak and electromagnetic 
interactions may be described by a unified, renormalizable, 
spontaneously broken gauge theory [l]. This view has not been 
discouraged by the advent of neutral currents, or the 
existence of the new narrow resonances [2].  

Standard Model 

Gargamelle @ CERN
J/ψ resonance Richter/Ting

We should perhaps finish with an apology and a caution. We 
apologize to experimentalists for having no idea what is the 
mass of the Higgs boson, unlike the case with charm [3,4] and 
for not being sure of its couplings to other particles, except that 
they are probably all very small. For these reasons we do not 
want to encourage big experimental searches for the Higgs 
boson, but we do feel that people performing experiments 
vulnerable to the Higgs boson should know how it may turn up.  

Ellis, Gaillard, Nanopoulos,1975
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Higgs below 5 GeV 
SINDRUM @ PSI 
h→ee 
mh∉[10, 110] MeV

CERN-Edinburgh-Mainz-Orsay-Pisa-Siegen 
h→ee   mh<50 MeV
BR(K0

L ! ⇡0H)⇥BR(H ! e+e�) < 210�8

CLEO 
h→ee 
mh ∉[0.2, 3.6] GeV

CUSB 
h→ee 
mh ∉[0.2, 5.0] GeV
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Accelerators and Detectors: 
basic concepts
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Review of basic concepts

Pseudo-rapidity

Detector coordinates:

x

z

y

LHC

φ
x

y
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Review of basic concepts
Decay: A—> B C 

(integrated over all the possible kinematic configurations) 

Partial width ΓB C = decay rate of A to B C (slang “in the B C channel”) 

The sum of all the partial decay rates is the total width of A.  

The total width is the inverse of the lifetime: Γ = 1 / τ.  

Branching ratio of A —> B C is ΓB C / Γ
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Review of basic concepts
   Cross section      

Luminosity       colliding (gaussian) beams       

instantaneous integrated   
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LHC luminosity - Pileup

(intime) Pile up
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LHC luminosity @ CMS

LHC design
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Review of basic concepts

                      #events = 

How many you expect in H->ZZ ? 
How many do you see in the CMS invariant mass plot?
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Colliders

What are the pro/con of a muon collider ?
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Colliders

we will see the details of  
pp / pp collisions with LHC/TeVatron

precise knowledge of the CM energy
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ALEPH
CMS

OPAL

ATLAS
DELPHI / LHCb

L3 / ALICE
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Magnetic fields for detectors

The arrangement of the magnetic fields is what defines the fundamental design of the full 
detector
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4 Tesla
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ATLAS

2 Tesla
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“Detection principle”

What is a LOOPER for ATLAS (B=2T) and CMS (B=4T) ?

interaction
particle/matter

particle 
E, p, m, q
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Detectors

What can create missing transverse energy ?
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Passage of particles through matter
Momentum range of particles to be detected for Higgs physics: 
[ O(1 GeV)  -  O( hundreds GeV) ]

    Ionization energy loss  
(     (for “heavy” particles i.e not electrons)                         

How do you get from the Bethe-Bloch to the Bragg peak ?
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Passage of particles through matter

Electrons E>1 GeV only bremsstrahlung

Electrons E>1GeV only pair production
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Passage of particles through matter
Electromagnetic shower development

How thick a calorimeter has to be 
to contain 99% of the energy of a 1 GeV 
photon ? and for 1 TeV ?

Hadronic shower: 
- hadronic interactions 
     (fission, cascades, spallation, …) 
- more penetrating 
- e.m. and hadronic components
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Trackers and e.m. calorimeters
TR
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What is the Transition Radiation ? What is Cherenkov radiation ? What are they used for ?
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Trackers and e.m. calorimeters
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Secondary vertices

heavy flavours  and tau decays 
can be distinguished from 
jets by looking for secondary 
vertices (SV) 

Several variables are fed into a  
multivariate discriminator to  
distinguish light flavours jets from 
b/c-jets (BDT or NN)
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Particle flow
Optimal combination of the information from all subdetectors 
—> returns an “interpretation of the event” in terms of all reconstructed particles
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electrons: tracker / calorimeter  
muons: tracker / mu-spectrometer

electron                 muons

NB calorimeter 
resolution 
improves with 
energy, while the 
tracker worsens
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Photon energy resolution

R9 = ratio of the energy in a 3x3 crystal matrix around the supercluster maximum 
         and the total energy of the supercluster 

Loosely speaking high(low) R9 are unconverted(converted) photons
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b-tagging performance
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jets

The jet energy resolution is 
measured in data and simulated 
events and is studied as a 
function of pileup, jet size, and jet 
flavor. Typical jet energy 
resolutions at the central rapidities 
are 15-20% at 30 GeV, about 10% 
at 100 GeV, and 5% at 1 TeV. 

PLI = particle-level simulation
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Missing transverse momentum
Momentum imbalance in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction

The scale and resolution for missing 
transverse energy, are measured using 
events with an identified Z boson or 
isolated photon
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Electroweak fits
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Electroweak precision fit

Observables Loop corrections
masses 

coupling constants 
Branching ratios 

production cross sections

at vertices 

on propagators

Examples:  
Take an observable whose high order corrections depend on mtop, mHiggs  
⇒ can infer those masses even before observing the particles !  
Flipping the argument, combined fits of of several observables  
are very stringent test of the theory/model producing the corrections

(we will go into more details about (pseudo-)observables when fitting the Higgs properties)

Why high precision study of EWC (electroweak corrections) ? 
- check the consistency of the gauge / Higgs sectors of the SM: not only a good 
model at low energies but that as a QFT describes experimental observations up to 
much higher scales.  
- Infer the presence of new particles (fields) through quantum corrections (loops) on 
observables (top, Higgs, BSM)

Two ways to discover new physics: “direct” observation or observing deviations from 
theoretical predictions”
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e+e- @ LEP/SLC

solid line theory  
prediction
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e+e- @ LEP

LEP:   7’000’000 Z   (1000 Z bosons/hour x 4 experiments when running at  2 1031 cm-2s-1 ) 

beam energies at ~mZ/2   (LEP 1) 
beam spot 150 um x 5 um 
45kHz (4 bunches —> then 8) 
125 MeV loss /turn because of  
       bremsstrahlung 
Fantastic beam energy resolution:                
              2 MeV (~2 10-5 relative unc) 

While the beam orbit length was constrained by the 
RF accelerating system, the focusing quadrupoles 
were fixed to the earth and moved with respect to 
the beam, changing the effective total bending 
magnetic field and the beam energy by 10 MeV over 
several hours. Sensitive to earth tides generated by 
the moon and sun, local geological deformations 
following heavy rainfall or changes in the level of 
Lake Geneva, electric trains
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e+e- @ SLC
SLC:     600’000 Z (longitudinal polarization)

Repetition rate 120 Hz
Beam spot 1.5 um x 0.7 um (better selection of heavy quarks) 
Polarized beams !
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Basic measurements

εsel = efficiency x acceptance

Cross sections

The Z couples with a mixture of vector and axial-vector couplings.

This results in measurable asymmetries in the angular distributions of the final-state 
fermions, the dependence of Z production on the helicities of the colliding electrons 
and positrons, and the polarisation of the produced particles. 
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Basic measurements
Asymmetries

Forward / Backward

“forward” means that the produced fermion (as opposed to anti-fermion) is in the hemi- 
sphere defined by the direction of the electron beam (polar scattering angle θ < π/2). 

@ SLC

NL(NR) is the number of Z bosons produced for left(right)-handed electron bunches, 
⟨Pe⟩ is the magnitude of luminosity-weighted electron polarisation 
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Example: number of (light) 
neutrino families
Determination of the number of light (i.e. 
kinematically accessible in Z decays) obtained 
by measuring the partial widths :
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SM tree level relations
Relation between weak and e.m. couplings:

Relation between neutral and charged weak couplings:  
(ρ is determined by the Higgs structure of the theory: 
with only one Higgs doublet ρ = 1)

Tree level relations are modified by radiative corrections to both the propagators and vertices

The effect of the corrections is O(%). If one can get both theoretical and experimental 
precisions to this level the effects of the loops can be tested.
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Fit structure
5 input parameters from the Standard Model: 

α(mZ)    αs(mZ)    mZ   mtop   mH 
In practice all the other parameters are either ~constant at the Z-pole  
or can be derived from these 

Collect a (large) number of observables that depend on these inputs 
and fit them simultaneously to check if there is a (unique) set of values 
that can accommodate all measurements. 

Build a X2 fit from all the observables: 

O1(α, αs,mZ, mtop,mH  ; x1) 
O2(α, αs,mZ, mtop,mH  ; x2) 
O3(α, αs,mZ, mtop,mH  ; x3) 
… 
ON(α, αs,mZ, mtop,mH  ; xN) 

→
→
→

→

(              )

p = (α, αs,mZ, mtop, mH)

∂ X2 
∂ p = 0→

→

X2  =   observed - predicted 
                     uncertainty

2

Based on the best fit values of the input parameters, predict the “SM expectation”  
for any observable and compare it with the measured values
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mtop mH

(consequence of using only 
1 doublet in SM)
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mtop mH

from theory from experiment  
(low energy non-perturbative)
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Observables
LEP 1
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Observables
LEP 1

LEP 2 / 
TeVatron

How do you measure the polarization of a tau ?

How do you measure the W mass ?
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Measurements summary
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The most amazing results ever !
Take the high precision Z-pole measurements and fit simultaneously all 5 inputs: 

X2/ndof = 16/ 10 (probability 9.9%)

PDG 
Today we discovered both: 

From these values we can extract all other SM parameters:
PDG
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mtop 
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mW vs. mtop
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Use the same inputs as before and add mt, mW, ΓW from LEP2/TeVatron results 

X2/ndof = 18.3/ 13 (probability 15%)

mH  @ LEP
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mH  @ LEP
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Pulls
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